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Archer ... to your bow! In Archery Blast you are an aspiring archer taking on even more crazy challenges! This time
there are 60 challenges waiting for you! You will be able to buy 2 new bow with the coins that you will gain in levels.

Will you manage to overcome it? Attention ... Fire!

Features :

■ 60 different levels!
■ 3 different bow!

■ Pretty decorations!
■ Relaxing gameplay!
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Title: Archery Blast
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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I bought this game thinking it would be fun to share with the grandchildren (whose parents a very against game with any
violance). Or at least to play myself. Years ago I did Archery and the bow does move up and down if you are using a bow that is
too heavy. If that happens you use a lighther bow because you will not be able to control the shot.

Unfortunatly the kids can't play this and is really isn't fun for me. Would like to see something easier in the future - but it isn't
this game.
. Good job games wonderful definitely if you want to practice do levels 1 through 5. A few times and then after that continue
with the game it's incredible good game. I use a controller with it and. I use companion controller which is good it's in the steam
library that would be good then you get that and you're all set to play with a controller Works beautiful good job with the game I
wish it would make some other Target games like this should make it a shooting game next that would be good. It's lazy even for
a 99 center. To simulate shaky aim, instead of your vision\/reticle going slightly up and down like what happens in most games
with archery, here your aim swings uncontrollably upwards for multiple seconds before it starts to come down again and actually
aims where you want to, and you have to wait through this tedious process every time. It ruins the game, but it's not like this is
any good otherwise. You can have sound and (awful) music or neither, there's no Music Off option. With a few fixes it would
be at least worth the buck, but right now it's refund material.. There's really not a lot to say about Archery Blast that isn't
obvious. But to buy a game that's such fun, and so VERY challenging with the constantly moving bow (and often targets also),
with SIXTY levels.....

....for only 74 CENTS (on sale, $.99 otherwise) it's really hard to go wrong. To kill some time while you stay out of trouble
(think how much you COULD be spending!), it's a Big Ol' YES!!! (Trust me, it's jjust ZEN as all git out!)

Thanks, y'all!. A fun time waster. Although the odd up and down movement that happens when you're aiming feels a little
unneccessary but it also is part of the challenge. Or adds to it anyway.

It is definitely a shameless mobile port but I'd still give it a go. Which I did.. - Window mode not working. Still changing to
fullscreen with no reason.
- Weird aiming. \udb40\udc21
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